Diesel Living presents a vision wide open to what may come, where anything can yet be built, as the future is still a work in progress.

Under wraps and still taking shape, the projects of tomorrow are full of possibility. Around the world, our cities are shrouded in scaffolding, waiting to be completed and unveiled. Milan, Italy’s capital of contemporary, is a city in flux, hidden behind construction, and as we wait to see what bright and better prospects are in store, Diesel Living creates its own building site — a place where, beyond the scaffolding and netting, a world of luxe design awaits, ready for all that’s yet to come.

Amidst this growth and with a solid foundation now established in hospitality, Diesel Living offers up an open vision for real estate, and for every dream yet to be completed.

Salone del Mobile 2019 - Amid the setting of an unfinished construction site, Diesel Living looks to the past and future, with brand new offerings to expand the Diesel domain, and fresh versions of best-selling classics available in newly simplified styles — all part of the vast realm of creations for the worlds of hotels, real estate, and design, including public spaces and residences.

Celebrating Ten Light Years of Diesel Living with Foscarini, Diesel officially launches its industrial yet charming Wrecking Ball lamp, with its glass globe available in two tones. Favorites return as well — the cosmic flying saucer of the White Noise LED lamp, now in a smaller version, and the Fork lamp, finished in concrete, desert sand, or lipstick, purified with a fixed joint.

Diesel Living marks a decade of collaboration with Moroso as well, bringing back the ever-popular Nebula Nine couch, now also available in the easygoing Nebula Light version with streamlined upholstery, and crafted with the same luxury as ever. The AeroZeppelin makes an entrance as well — a brand new modular style for informal, highly versatile seating with the voluminous lightness of an airship. It pairs with new side tables composed of a zeppelin’s metal frame, with printed glass tops of poetically abstracted aerial views. And the high-tech printed Perf cabinet takes stripes to an Op-Art extreme.

For Seletti, the Italian brand globally known for its satirically revolutionary designs, Diesel Living fetes fifty years of the man on the moon with a brand new Starman in gold, alongside the planets of our solar system transformed into the floating Cosmic Hangers wall hooks, and Side Doesn’t Matter plates, featuring two faces of the earth seen from the equalizing distance of the moon — all new editions to the Cosmic collection.
In partnership with Iris Ceramica, Diesel Living presents new, intergalactically-inspired flooring solutions, with swirling Cosmic Marble and the surreal marble effect of Liquid Cosmo on ceramic, plus concrete finishes for industrialized effects. For Berti, Diesel Living offers a series of distinctive wooden flooring options, including the signature Shadow collection with indigo-dyed oak planks faded to two color variations, Black Shadow and Grey Shadow. And in collaboration with Mirabello Carrara, Diesel Living continues its collection of bedding with a hard-edged, urban appeal.

Diesel Living, with ten years of designs for successful living, presents a work in progress for all the projects of tomorrow.
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